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Appendix 1. Sequence Segmentation of Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger Games 

(2008) 

No Description  

1 The Everdeen family 

a) Katniss wake up from her sleep (1a) 

b) The description of her sister and mother curled each other (1b) 

c) The description of her ugly cat, Buttercup (1c) 

d) Katniss prepare her hunting equipment and went to the woods to hunt 

(1d) 

e) Katniss describe her hometown, District 12 which also called as the 

Seam one of the districts in Panem which mainly produce coal (1e) 

 

2 Katniss daily life as a hunter 

d. Katniss describe her hunting ground in the wood where she need to 

go beyond the electrified chain-link fence that located in the place 

called the meadow (2a) 

e. The description of Katniss’ father who taught Katniss about hunting 

that was died in a  mine explosion when she was a kid in order to 

feed her family (2b) 

f. The description of Katniss and the other district 12s to survive living 

by hunting illegally and also avoid talking about critics toward the 

capitol in order to avoid her family from any problem (2c) 

g. Katniss arrived at the woods and met her best friend, Gale (2d) 

h. Katniss and Gale hunt, talk, eat bread and berries together (2e) 
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i. Gale ask Katniss to leave her family and the district and live with 

him in the woods to avoid the reaping day, but Katniss reject gale’s 

invitation (2f) 

 

 

3 On the way home 

d) Katniss and Gale visit the hob the black market in district 12 to sell 

their hunting result 

e) Katniss met Greasy Sae, an old woman who sell soup and trade some 

of Katniss’ greens for a couple chunks of paraffin. 

f) Katniss go to the back door of the mayor’s house to sell half of the 

strawberries that they found in the forest 

g) Katniss and Gale met Madge, mayor’s daughter and also Katniss and 

Gale’s schoolmate 

h) Katniss explain the system of the reaping day, where at the age of 12, 

the name of every children will be entered as the candidate of the 

Hunger Games participant and the name will be multiplied by one by 

each year until the candidate reach the age of 18 as the exchange, the 

candidate will gain tesserae which worth for 1 year supply 

i) The explanation of why Madge will not have any risk to be called 

during the reaping day because she is from a wealthy family which 

has no need of any tesserae 

j)  Katniss and Gale share their spoils and return to their house. 
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4 The Reaping Day  

d) The preparation of Everdeen family before attending the reaping in 

the town square (4a) 

e) Katniss shows her worries if Prim selected as the tribute for The 

Hunger Games which also Prim’s first reaping day (4b) 

f) Katniss describe the condition of the square where usually full with 

the visitor and the citizens now filled with gloomy atmosphere and 

surrounded by cameras and billboards (4c) 

g)  The speech from Mayor Undersee about the history of Panem and 

Capitol which bring prosperity to the 13 district and the development 

of The Hunger Games as a warning for the districts (5d) 

h)  Prim chosen as the female representation from district 12 in the 74
th

 

Hunger Games and called to the stage by Effie Trinket (6e) 

i) Katniss shocked and heroically volunteer herself as the substitute of 

her sister and become the tribute herself 

j) The audience showed their respect toward Katniss’ action by kissed 

their three middle fingers and holds it out to Katniss 

k) Peeta Melark, the son of Baker chosen as the male representation in 

the 74
th

 Hunger Games (6h) 

l) The flashback when Katniss encounter Peeta in front of his shop 

during the icy rain because Katniss was struggling to find something 

to eat for her family because her dad was died in a mine explosion  

  

5 Katniss before leaving district 12 
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d) A visit from Prim and Mother before Katniss leave the district and 

Katniss told them to stay save during her absence 

e) Peeta’s father, the Baker visit Katniss and gave her a pocket of 

biscuit 

f) Madge visit Katniss and gave Katniss a Mockingjay pin to make 

Katniss remember about her hometown, District 12 

g) Gale visit Katniss and gave Katniss several advice to survive in The 

Hunger Games 

6 To the Capitol by train 

a) Katniss and Peeta arrived at the station and met many reporters 

b) Katniss enter the train and describe how luxurious the train is  

c) Katniss remember her past about her school where she in District 12 

where she learned any information about coal 

d)  Katniss enjoying the luxurious facility that available inside the train 

such as clothes, bedroom, and private bathroom 

e) The explanation of Mockingjay bird that was used by the capitol as a 

weapon during the rebellion war to record private conversation 

f) Katniss, Peeta and Effie were having meals and Effie praised 

Katniss’ table manner 

g) The recap of the reaping day in each district form District 1 until 

District 12 which also showed Katniss’ heroic action 

h) Haymitch vomit on the train during the supper and Katniss and Peeta 

carry Haymitch to his room 

i) The flashback of Katniss during the winter when her father passed 
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away where she tried to find something to eat by hunting herb like 

dandelion and animal in order to feed her family 

j) Katniss worried about the condition of her family without her and cry 

in her room 

k) Katniss describe Haymitch, Peeta and her mentor in The Hunger 

Games 

l) Katniss and Peeta asked Haymitch several useful tips that they can 

apply during the Hunger Games but Haymitch just answer stay alive 

and hit Peeta right in the jaw 

m)   Katniss show her ability in throwing knives to impress Haymitch  

n) The arrival of the train in capitol with the all building around along 

with encore of the crowd toward Katniss and Peeta 

o) Katniss identify the confusing nature of Peeta Melark 

7 Peeta and Katniss’ arrival in the capitol and the opening ceremony 

performance  

a) The preparation of Katniss for the performance in the opening 

ceremony 

b) The description of Katniss condition when she receive several beauty 

treatment by her stylists where she feel like she is tortured, but she 

still show her grateful face due to her promise with Haymitch 

c)  Katniss and Cinna, her stylist leader discuss the performance that 

Katniss and Peeta will show on the opening ceremony and their 

performance will be a flaming dress that made from a special 

material 

d) Katniss and Peeta’s performance amazed the audience 

e) The appearance of President Snow, the ruler of Capitol at his 

mansion  
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f) Katniss, Peeta, Haymitch, and Effie having dinner after the 

performance and they served by an Avox girl without tongue 

g) The replay of the performance from every district including the 

performance of Katniss and Peeta with their blazing dress 

h) The talk between Katniss and Peeta about the Delly Cartwright, the 

Avox girl that got the tongue cut by the capitol because she tried to 

ran away from the district  

8 Private lesson in the training center begin 

a) The discussion of Katniss and Peeta’s ability that they can use during 

the Hunger Games with Haymitch and he suggest to both of the to 

close each other during the training 

b) The rule explanation by Atala where for three days, the tributes are 

free to choose their training station  

c)   The explanation of Career tributes, people who desired to join the 

Hunger Games and they already trained in their own district 

d) The difference of the other tributes and Katniss and Peeta where the 

other tributes went directly to the killing weapon station meanwhile 

Katniss and Peeta trained on knot, camouflage, making fire, and 

weapon throwing 

e) The Gamemakers put their attention to Katniss and Peeta 

f) In the second day, Katniss put her attention to Rue, the tribute from 

district 11 which remind her to Prim, her little sister at district 12 

g) The scoring session with the Gamemakers when Katniss showed her 

skill in archery 
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h) Katniss miss her first shot and  managed to hit successfully on her 

next try, but she was ignored by the Gamemakers 

i) Katniss showed her anger by shot her arrow straight to the apple in 

the pig mouth near the Gamemakers’ table 

  

9 Announcement of the Scoring session 

a) Katniss’ worries about her action during the scoring session with the 

Gamemakers where it could turn her into an Avox including her 

family in the district 12 

b) Katniss confess her action during the scoring session with her team 

which give them a shock 

c) The score announcement of the scoring session announce that 

Katniss got the score of 11 which was the highest score among the 

tributes 

d) Katniss’s flashback about her meeting with Gale in the past where 

Gale helped  Katniss’s hand from the rabbit snares 

e) Peeta’s request to Haymitch that he wanted to be coached separately 

which made Katniss thought that Peeta is a traitor and she relieve that 

she don’t need to act like a friend with Peeta  

10 Tributes’ Interview show 

a) Katniss had an interview practice with Effie for four hours 

b) Another practice with Haymitch about interview context 

c) Katniss hatred toward Haymitch and the people of Capitol who force 

Katniss to be someone that she doesn’t want in order to impress the 
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Capitol 

d) Katniss unleashed her anger in her room and mess her room until the 

Avox girl came and clean the mess up which made Katniss feel sorry 

about her condition 

e) Preparation of Katniss’ dress and make up by Cinna and her team 

before the interview show begin  

f) The interview of the tributes started from the tributes from district 1 

until 12 

g) The smooth interview between Katniss and Caesar Flickerman, the 

host of the interview  about the Hunger Games  

h) Peeta’s sudden confession of love toward Katniss during his 

interview session 

i) Katniss charged toward Peeta with anger after the interview end 

because of Peeta’s confession of love which is a part of Haymitch’s 

plan in order to gain more sponsor 

j) The agreement between Katniss and Peeta about Haymitch’s lover 

scenario 

11 Before The Game 

a) Haymitch’s last advice to Katniss before the game begin where she 

need to find water source as soon as possible 

b) Katniss and Peeta’s conversation on the rooftop about her worries 

about the upcoming events that going to happen during the game 

c) The preparation of Katniss’ battle suit for the Hunger Games and 

Madge’s mockingjay pin from Cinna 
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d) The 74
th

 Hunger Games Begin 

12 Showdown for Bag in Cornucopia 

a) The description of the battle arena, a place called Cornucopia where 

surrounded by pines tree 

b) The tributes prepare themselves to claim the weapon, food and bags 

of survival kit that provided by the gamemakers in the middle of 

Cornucopia 

c) The showdown begin where Katniss tried to claim the bow and arrow 

but failed and being attacked by the other tributes from district 9 and 

district 2 that almost stabbed Katniss with her knive 

d) Katniss managed to secure a bag of survival kit and ran to the forest 

and find water source to survive as Haymitch told her 

13 Chased by the carrier tributes 

a) Katniss relief that the arena of the Hunger Games is a forest of pine 

wood which is similar with her hunting ground back in district 12 

b) Katniss decided to set a camp and take a break while concealing 

herself with willow tree in order to hide herself from wild animals 

and the other tributes 

c) The announcement of the dead of 11 tributes by the gamemakers by 

using cannon and Peeta was not one of them 

d) Katniss heard footsteps near her and a flame from a torch 

approaching her 

e) Katniss shocked looking at Peeta and the career tributes show up 

from the bushes and talk about find and kill Katniss  
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f) Katniss’ hatred toward Peeta grew because of his cooperation with 

the career tribute to kill her 

g) Katniss ran away from the tree and give a smile to the cameras 

14 Katniss’ struggle to find water source 

a) Katniss continue her journey to find water to survive 

b) The discovery of poisonous berry by Katniss where she almost ate 

the berry to relief her thirst  

c) Katniss blamed Haymitch because he didn’t send her some water 

from the sponsors 

d) Katniss almost fainted and fell to the ground until she saw water 

lilies and mud near her which means a water source is nearby 

e) Katniss finally found the water source managed to survive from 

dehydrated  

15 Fire attack from the Gamemakers 

a) Katniss felt the hot temperature of the air which cause the trees’ 

branch burned and surrounded the arena with flame 

b) The flame is a trick from the gamemakers to gather the tributes closer 

in order to make the tributes engaged faster. 

c) Katniss tried to ran away from the fireball attack which make her 

coat burned and skin and the smoke of the flame made difficult to 

breath and dried her throat  

d)  Katniss took a rest to relief her burning wound at the stream by 

pouring cold water while the game makers stop shooting the fireballs 

e) Katniss past about man who was her mother’s patient with a burning 
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leg back in her home town district 12 that ended up dead which made 

Katniss worry about her wound that could cause death 

f) Katniss treat her wound by let it open and exposed it with fresh air 

16 Escape from the Careers 

a) Katniss decided to climb a tall tree in order to avoid the Career 

tributes that could encounter her anytime because of her burn wound 

b) The Career tributes and Peeta approached and Katniss give them a 

warm greeting  

c) The tributes tried to climb the tree and shoot Katniss with arrow, but 

all of the careers’ effort were useless and they decided to wait for 

Katniss under the tree 

d) Night came and Katniss saw Rue, the little girl from district 11 

pointed on something above Katniss’ head, a nest of poisonous wasp 

named Tracker Jacker and Katniss planned to drop the nest right to 

the Career tributes 

e) A sudden reinforcement from Haymitch which contain a medicine 

for her burned leg 

f) Katniss begin her plan to drop the nest by cutting the branch silently 

while the Career tributes sleeping even though she got stung by the 

wasps 

g) The nest fell and started to attack the Career tributes including Peeta 

which cause two of the tributes died 

h) Katniss took the bow and arrow from Grimmer, one of the dead 

tributes and ran away from the tree  
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i) Katniss hold her pain and dizziness because of the wasp’s sting while 

escaping from Career tributes who managed to avoid the tracker 

jacket   

j) The Career tributes return and attacked Katniss, but Peeta protect 

Katniss from Cato’s sword attack and made Katniss fell into a small 

pit and lost her consciousness  

17 Teaming with Rue 

a) Katniss woke up from the nightmare by the venom at the bottom of 

the pit 

b) The meeting between Katniss and Rue and they decided to form an 

alliance to survive from the other tributes 

c) Rue treated Katniss’s wound by using herb leaves, and Katniss cure 

Rue’s burn wound  

d) Katniss and Rue talked about the condition of their district, district 

11 with agriculture, and district 12 with coal mining while eating 

their food 

e) Katniss and Rue planned an offensive plan to destroy the food supply 

of the Career tributes 

   

18 The food supply annihilation begin 

a) Katniss and Rue accumulate the remaining tributes in the Hunger 

Games 

b) Strategy discussion between Katniss and Rue about how they are 

going to destroy the food supply of the Career tributes 
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c) Katniss and Rue’s discussion about how they are going to 

communicate each other during their plan and they decided to use 

humming whistle of Mockingjay to give sign of each other’s 

condition and they also want to exchange their accessories, Katniss 

with her Mockingjay pin, and Rue with her necklace, but Rue refuse.  

d) Katniss and Rue split up and begin the operation 

e) Katniss’ worries toward the condition of Rue during the plan  

f) Katniss began to spy the condition of the food supplies while the 

Career tributes weren’t around 

g) Rue’s action that lit the first firewood to attract the Career tributes 

and a fact that Peeta is probably still alive after she saved Katniss 

which lead Katniss a confusion  

h) The appearance of Foxface that steal the food supply of the Career 

tributes with her swift movement 

i) Katniss realized about the existence of landmines that surrounded the 

food supplies 

j) Katniss’ strategy to trigger the mines by shot the bag of apple and 

make it fell to the ground 

k) Katniss succeed on destroying the food supplies of the tributes which 

knocked her with the air blast from the explosion and made her head 

dizzy 

l) Catto’s return to the destroyed food supply and his anger toward the 

tributes from district 3 who supposed to guard the food supplies and 

killed him  
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19 Rue’s death 

a) Katniss’ destination to the first meeting point with Rue with her 

damaged ear, but no one there 

b) Katniss arrived at the third meeting point and there was no sign of 

rue at all 

c) Katniss worried about Rue’s condition because she wasn’t in any 

meeting point that they promised together 

d) Katniss heard Rue’s scream calling out her name and ran straight 

toward the scream 

e) Katniss found out Rue’s body pierced by a spear by the boy tribute 

from district 1 

f) Katniss sudden shot toward the tribute right to his neck which 

instantly kill him 

g) Rue’s last request toward Katniss to sing for her 

h) Katniss covered Rue’s body by flower and put her three middle 

fingers to her lips and point it toward Rue until the hovercraft lift 

Rue’s body 

i) Katniss’ hatred toward capitol grew even larger 

j) A gift from a sponsor to Katniss which contain a loaf of dark bread 

from district 11  

 

20 Finding Peeta 

a) A sudden change of the Hunger Games’ rule, where two tribute from 

the same district able to become the winner 
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b) Katniss’s perception about the sudden rule change of the Hunger 

Games 

c) Katniss’ realization toward the chance of Peeta survival and she 

decided to find him 

d) Katniss’ discovery of bloodstain which probably lead to Peeta’s 

location 

e) Katniss’ discovery of Peeta which camouflage himself with mud and 

grass at the edge of the river 

f) Katniss and peeta’s discussion about the sudden rule change of the 

Hunger Games while cleaning his body and wound 

g)  Katniss carried Peeta to a safer place on a cave downstream  

h) Katniss fed Peeta the package that sent by Haymitch 

i) Katniss and Peeta keep their lover act in order to gain more sponsor 

from the audience 

j) Katniss’ worries about Peeta condition that got worse and worse 

k) Katniss’ story telling about how she got Prim’s goat by selling her 

mother’s pendant 

 

21 Feast at the Cornucopia 

a) A sudden announcement from Claudius where there will be a feast at 

Cornucopia, where the gamemakers will provide a bag that every 

tributes need the most 

b) Katniss decided to go there by herself to get a medicine to cure 

Peeta’s fever, but Peeta insist to join Katniss 
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c) Katniss’ refusal toward Peeta’s proposal and she decided to trick 

peeta by giving him a sleeping syrup mixed in a berry to make him 

sleep a whole day  

d) Katniss’ preparation before she went to the Cornucopia by hiding up 

the cave with rock and grass and wait until the dawn rise 

e) Katniss destination toward Cornucopia by following the stream and 

passing through the forest 

f) Katniss’ arrival at the Cornucopia and spotted several bags at the 

center of Cornucopia  

g) Foxface’s quick movement  that took other tributes’ bag and ran 

away immediately 

h) Katniss’ eyes toward a bag with a number of her home, district 12 

and ran toward the bag even though she got attacked by Clove  

i) A sudden attack from Clove to Katniss when she just took the bag by 

throwing knives toward Katniss which almost kill her which ended 

up with Katniss got slammed to the ground by Clove 

j) Tresh, male tribute from district 11 came and save Katniss by 

slamming Clove’s head with rock because he knew that Clove was 

responsible on Rue’s death and Katniss who together with Rue at her 

last moment 

k) Katniss ran and return to the cave with her bleeding forehead and 

give the medicine that she got from the bag to Peeta immediately 
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22 Talk during the rain 

a) Katniss woke up and also Peeta regain his consciousness and he felt 

way much better than before 

b) The unstoppable rain prevent Katniss to go hunting for food 

c) Katniss’ worries about Tresh who save and let her alive during the 

Cornucopia feast 

d) Katniss and Peeta’s talk during the dinner about the ban of went and 

hunting in the Meadow which is the food resource of Katniss and 

Gale 

e) Katniss and Peeta’s discussion about how to make Haymitch give 

Katniss and Peeta more food and they realized they need to act as a 

lover in order to attract and entertain the sponsors 

f) Katniss and Peeta ended up kissing which lead them in to a 

conversation of how Peeta met Katniss when she was 5 year old in 

school where Peeta started to fall in love with Katniss 

g) Katniss and Peeta’s realization of Tresh’s death which means there 

are only four tributes left in the arena 

 

23 Hunting after the rain 

a) The rain stopped during Katniss’ sleep and she and Peeta decided to 

went outside and hunt for some food  

b)  Katniss thought about her future where she don’t wont to have any 

children because she didn’t want her children turned into a tribute 

c) Katniss and Peeta begin their hunting and they decided to separate, 
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where Peeta will collect roots and berries and Katniss will hunting 

for wild animal by using her arrow and the use of whistle as a 

communication way 

d) Katniss’ sudden panic because Peeta didn’t answer her whistle back 

which made Katniss ran and calling out Peeta’s name 

e) The discovery of Peeta that still in a good condition and a poisonous 

berry named nightlock that already killed Foxface that tried to steal 

Katniss’ lamb cheese 

f) Katniss and Peeta’s decision to return to the cave because Peeta 

cannot climb the tree as a place to rest 

g) Katniss’ realization which Cato was the only Tributes that remained 

in the Hunger Games which made her worry about the possibility of 

a sudden attack from him  

24 The Final Battle Begin 

a) Katniss and Peeta’s decision to leave the cave by passing the place 

where she was stung by the Tracker Jacker and killed Grimmer to 

find some water to drink which remind her of Rue and her struggle 

which almost killed her 

b) A sudden emergence of Cato that chased by Mutts, an artificial 

animal which somehow looks like the dead tributes which also ended 

up chased Katniss and Peeta which lead them to the Cornucopia and 

Climb it to save themselves 

c) Cato’s action by taking Peeta as a hostage by choking Peeta’s neck 

with his arm which made Katniss hesitate to shoot her arrow to Cato 
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d) Peeta’s sign to Katniss to shoot her arrow to Cato’s hand which made 

Cato fell to the ground and attacked by the Mutts for about 1 hours 

long 

e)   Katniss’ emergency treatment toward Peeta’s wounded leg which 

made him lost much blood 

f) Katniss’ last shot toward Cato that still alive while attacked by the 

Mutts for 1 hours right at his head   

g) Katniss’ confusion toward the hovercraft that supposed to take 

Katniss and Peeta didn’t appeared even though both Peeta and 

Katniss were the remaining tributes 

h) A sudden change of rule that announced by Claudius where there 

was only one victor that allowed to win the game 

i) Katniss and Peeta’s decision to commit suicide by eating poisonous 

berries to show their determination in rebel toward the capitol 

j) A sudden announcement by Claudius right before Katniss and Peeta 

swallow the berries that announce Katniss and Peeta as the victor of 

the 74
th

 Hunger Games    

25 Return to Capitol 

a) Katniss and Peeta’s arrival at the hovercraft and treatment of their 

wound by the doctors 

b) Katniss and Peeta’s arrival at the rooftop of a building and continued 

their treatment on a treatment room 

c) Katniss’ reunion with her support team; Effie, Haymitch, Flavius, 

Venia, Octavia, and Cinna and prepare herself to attend the victor 
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ceremonial 

26 The Closing Ceremony of the 74
th

 Hunger Games 

a) The ceremony started with the entrance of the preparation team, 

continued by the escort team, stylists, Haymitch as the mentor and 

finally Katniss and Peeta as the victor 

b) Katniss and Peeta’s romantic action during the ceremony where 

Katniss lean on Peeta’s shoulder and his hand on Katniss’ shoulder  

c)  The recap of the Hunger games which show every moment of the 

Hunger Games started from reaping day, trip to the capitol, 

interview, training at the training building, the tributes’ death, and 

the romantic events between Katniss and Peeta along the games 

d) Crowning moment by President Snow to Katniss and Peeta by 

splitting the crown into two and put each on Katniss and Peeta’s head 

while Katniss could felt a great hatred in the President Snow’s eyes 

e) A Banquet for the victors at the President Snow’s mansion along 

with the photo session with the Gamemakers and the medias 

f) An interview show of the victor where Katniss and Peeta showed 

their romantic act in front of Caesar and the audiences as natural as 

possible 

27 Return to District 12 

a) Katniss’ preparation by taking all of her stuff in her room including 

Madge’s Mockingjay pin 

b) Katniss and Peeta’s trip to the District 12 by train, where Katniss also 

change her clothes back when she was in the Seam 
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c) Katniss worries’ toward her action at the end of the Hunger Games 

when she almost commit a suicide with a poisonous berry where it 

could made her seem as a traitor to the capitol 

d) Katniss’ clarification toward Peeta about her action during the 

Hunger Games about being Peeta’s lover act where it was just to 

survive along the game and Katniss’ thought about herself where 

there will be no good for loving her because she won’t married 

anyway 

e) Katniss and Peeta’s hand-holding each other for the last time which 

was not for the games, but for themselves 
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Appendix 2. Instrument Blueprint 

Grand Theory of Sequence and Segmentation (Bordwell & Thompson 2010) 

 Sequences segmentation hold an important role in identifying a character’s 

characterization. Sequence is the stage of a story which separated inside a linked 

space and time which categorized into several scenes. Segmentation helps the 

researcher in identifying the specific scene that implies the characterization of 

the character. 

 

Grand Theory of Character and Characterization (Koesonoebro 1989) 

Character is identified as the persona that created by the author to take a 

role in the story. Character is not just a person. Animal, things and even a 

natural phenomenon could be a character. It could be identified as character as 

long as it act like human being.   

Characterization or character revelation identified as how the character of 

the story formed and built. There are two ways of characterization namely direct 

and indirect characterization. Direct characterization shows the trait of the 

character directly by the author’s description or a character. On the other hand, 

indirect characterization shows the characterization through speech and dialogue 

in an implicit way which enable the reader to guess the trait of that specific 

character. 

Grand Theory of Character Education Value: 5 Core Value from Ministry 

of Education and Culture 2017  

 In this research, the researcher used 5 Core Values of Character Education 

from Ministry of Education and Culture 2017. The five core values that purposed 
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by the government are religious, nationalist, independent, mutual cooperative, 

and integrity. Therefore, each of those values consist of several sub values 

namely: 

1) Religious 

 Ministry of education and culture (2017) Concern that religious is 

an important character values that needed by the students. Religious 

reflect the belief and faithfulness to the god through the interaction 

between individuals in daily life. The sub values are love peace, 

tolerance, sincerely, not imposing own will, and love the environment. 

Ministry of Education and Culture (2010) stated that peace-loving as a 

character that reflect a peaceful environment condition around the 

students. Tolerance is a character that require the students respect and 

appreciate the difference of the others and able to live among those 

differences (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2010). Sincerely is a 

character which shows what the students really think or feel (Graham, 

2014). Not imposing own will is a character that think and act by 

considering other’s feeling rather than own self (JIST, 2006). Love the 

environment defied as willing to maintain and protect the environment 

(Ministry of Education and Culture, 2010). 

2) Nationalism 

 Nationalism refers to the way of thinking and action which reflect 

several attitude such as loyal, caring, and respect toward own language, 

environment, culture, social, economy and political. Nationalism also 

emphasize in prioritize the needs of peoples than own self. The sub value 
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are Excellent, Loving one’s own native land, Obeying the law, and 

Discipline. Excellence is refers to the quality of an individual which 

surpass the ordinary measure (Ericsson, 1996). Loving one’s own native 

land refers to the felling of love, proud, loyal, and appreciate toward the 

culture, language, and other aspect of own native land (Ministry of 

Education and Culture 2010). Obeying the law means being a good 

citizen and obeying the rules that set by the society (JIST, 2006). Ministry 

of education and culture (2010) explain that discipline is a consistent 

behavior of any available laws in life. 

3) Integrity 

Integrity refers to the value that require the students to be a reliable 

person in speech and action, have a good moral, and have a commitment 

and obey the humanity value that available in the society. By showing 

their integrity, the students are able to be a trustworthy person and have a 

good decision-making skill (Ministry of education and culture 2017). The 

sub values of Integrity are Cooperative, Democratic, Caring, and 

Voluntary. Cooperative is a character which concern on working together 

with other in order to accomplish a certain goal (JIST, 2006). Democratic 

can be described as an attitude and a way of thinking that consider the 

others right and opinion (Ministry of education and culture 2010). Caring 

is a character reflect a willing to help toward the people who in needs 

(Ministry of education and culture 2017). 

4) Independent  
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 Independent is a character which emphasizing the students to not 

rely too much from other and put much effort to achieve their own dream 

(Ministry of education and culture 2017). The students are required to 

have a good competition skills in order to improve itself, professional and 

creative. The sub values of Independent are Honesty, Loyal, Commitment 

in moral, Fair, and Responsible. Honesty refers to the character that unite 

knowledge, speech and action that make the students think, speak, and act 

according to what they witness which turned them into a trustable person 

opinion (Ministry of education and culture 2010). Loyal is a character 

which shows a strong determination on a relation with others (Rantan Sari 

et al., 2016). According to JIST (2006) Fair refers to an action that 

considering other’s believe and put aside own thought. Responsible is a 

character that reflected by completing any rights and needs of own self 

and other aspect of life. 

5) Mutual cooperation 

 Cooperation require the students to socialize and work with other. 

Humans as a social being need to cooperate with other in order to survive 

in the society. Therefore cooperation is needed by the students. Mutual 

cooperation has several sub-values according to ministry of education and 

culture (2017). The sub values of Mutual-Cooperation are Hard-working, 

Tough, Determined, Creative, and Courageous. Ministry of education and 

culture (2010) explain that Hard-working is a character which shows an 

effort to solve any problem that faced in life. Mental Toughness refers to 

the character that able to rise up to reach the goal even in a bad 
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psychological condition around (Hardy et al., 2014). Determined is a 

willing of never give up in accomplish own goal (JIST, 2006). Creative is 

a character that reflect an innovation that can be used in the students’ 

daily life (Ministry of education and culture 2010). Courageous refers to a 

character which shows no fear for the sake of justice and righteous 

(Rantan Sari et al., 2016). 

 

Research instrument 

Sequence of the Segmentation 

No Description  

1 Name of sequence 

f) Explanation (1a) 

g) Explanation (1b) 

h)  

i) So on  

2 Name of sequence 

j. Explanation (1a) 

k. Explanation (1b) 

l.  

So on 

3 Name of sequence 

k) Explanation (1a) 

l) Explanation (1b) 

m)  
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So on 

4 Name of sequence 

m) Explanation (1a) 

n) Explanation (1b) 

o)  

So on 

5 Name of sequence 

h) Explanation (1a) 

i) Explanation (1b) 

j)  

So on 

So 

on 
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Table of Katniss character and characterization  

No Number of 

Sequence 

Description Character Revelation 

Technique 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Data Tabulation of Values Reflected by Katniss Everdeen’s characterization 

No Aspects Indicators Frequency Sequence 

1 Religious Peace Loving   

Tolerance   

Sincerity   

Not imposing own 

will 

  

Environment Loving   

2 Nationalist  Excellence    

patriotist    

Obedient to Law    

Discipline,    

3 Mutual 

cooperation 

Hard-working   

Mental Toughness   

Determined   

Creative   

Courageous   

4 Integrity Cooperative    

Democratic   

Caring   

Voluntary   

5 Independen

t 

Honesty   

Loyal   

Fair   

Responsible   
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Data Tabulation of Values Reflected by Katniss Everdeen’s characterization 

 

No Aspects Indicators Frequency Sequence 

1 Religious Peace Loving   

Tolerance   

Sincerity   

Not imposing own will   

Environment Loving   

2 Nationalist  Excellence    

Patriotist    

Obedient to Law    

Discipline,    

3 Mutual 

cooperation 

Hard-working   

Mental Toughness   

Determined   

Creative   

Courageous   

4 Integrity Cooperative    

Democratic   

Caring   

Voluntary   

5 Independent Honesty   

Loyal   

Fair   

Responsible   
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Appendix 3. Synopsis of Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger Games (2008) 

 Katniss was a 16 years old girl who live in district 12, one of 12 districts 

that exist in Panem, a country that exist in the North America. Katniss mostly 

spent her life to hunt in the woods with her best friend, Gale in order to feed her 

family due to the absence of her father who died because of a mine explosion 

when Katniss was 11 years old. Katniss lived with her mother and her little sister, 

Prim. Every year, the capital of Panem, Capitol obligated every district to send 

female children and male children to participate in an annual dead or alive 

survival game where all of the tributes will be placed in an arena and kill each 

other until one tribute remain which called as Hunger Game. The sole purpose of 

the Hunger Games was to maintain the power of the Capitol that made the twelve 

districts understood how powerless they were against the Capitol which reduced 

the chance of rebellion toward the capitol. In order to make the Capitol’s power 

even stronger, the Hunger Games was broadcasted in the television to make the 

entire districts feared of the Capitol. 

 In this 74
th

 Hunger Games, the people of district 12 gathered at the town 

square to choose the male and female tribute for the hunger games which also 

called as the reaping day. All the child that qualified as a tribute lined in the 

square waiting for the selection. The reaping began with a speech from Mayor 

Undersee about the history of Panem and the Hunger Games. Unfortunately, Prim 

was chosen as the female tribute even though her chance to be a tribute was small. 

The unexpected condition encourage Katniss to volunteer herself as the 

replacement of her sister as the female tribute for the Hunger Games. Meanwhile, 
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the one who chosen as the male tribute was Peeta Melark, son of a baker who 

actually had a romantic feeling toward Katniss. 

  The reaping day was ended by farewell meeting with the family of the 

tributes in the justice building before they left the district to the Capitol. On the 

way to the Capitol by using train, both Katniss and Peeta met Effie Trinket and 

Haymitch abbernathy who were their mentor and coach. They also met Cinna and 

Portia who were their stylish. Before the tributes of Hunger Games began the 

battle in the arena, they were obligated to join several activites such as training 

session, scoring session, interview session, and tribute introduction parade. 

During those activity, Katniss was gained a tittle as a girl of fire by the audience 

which made her had many sponsors. In order to make even more sponsors to 

support, Katniss and Peeta agreed to accept Haymitch’s proposal to do a fake love 

act between Katniss and Peeta. 

  The Hunger Games started when the game maker announced that the 74
th

 

Hunger Game was began. Katniss and Peeta managed to survive from the chaos 

that happened at the beginning of the game where all of the tributes fought in 

order to secure the bag of survival equipment even though they were in a different 

location. During the game, Katniss managed to escape to a safer place and 

concealed herself on a tree in order to avoid the career tributes. When Katniss 

tried to sleep, she heard the conversation of the career tributes with Peeta which 

indicated that Peeta formed an alliance with the career tributes. One moment 

during the game, Katniss was chased by the career tributes and she decided to 

climb a tree to avoid them. While the career tributes were sleeping under the tree, 

Katniss used her idea to make a nest of Tracker Jacker fell to the career tributes 
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bellow even though Katniss also got stung by the Tracker Jackers that venomous. 

Katniss was paralyzed and fainted because of the venom after she took the bow 

and arrow from Glimmer, one of the death career tribute. During her 

unconsciousness, Katniss was nursed by Rue and they decided to form an alliance 

and destroy the food supplies of the career tributes. During the execution day of 

the plan, Katniss asked Rue to lure out the career tributes that patrolling around 

the supplies while Katniss shot her arrow and destroy the food supplies by 

triggering the land mines. Unfortunately their alliance ended because Rue was 

killed by one of the career tributes. Katniss sang Rue a song and covered her 

wound and body with flower until the hovercraft lifted her body as her last honor 

to Rue. 

 A sudden announcement was emerged where two tributes from the same 

district could win the game together which made Katniss decided to find Peeta. 

Katniss managed to find wounded Peeta that camouflage with mud and trees by 

the river bank. Katniss took Peeta to a safer place and nursed her wound. During 

the process of healing Peeta’s wound, they got many sponsors that sent them 

many useful things and foods because of their lovers act. Katniss and Peeta 

managed to survive until they were the only remaining tributes. Suddenly, Caesar, 

the game maker announced the revoke of the rule where now only one tribute that 

allowed to be the winner of the Hunger Games. Because both of them could not 

kill each other, they decided to commit suicide to make the Capitol embarrassed 

because there will be no winner for the 74
th

 Hunger Games. Right after they put 

the poisonous berry in their mouth, Caesar suddenly announced that both of them 

became the winner of the 74
th

 Hunger Games. 
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 Katniss and Peeta were returned to the Capitol and reunited with their 

team. During the victor ceremony, Katniss realized that their action when they 

tried to commit suicide back in the game was considered as an action of rebellion 

which made Katniss unsecured about her tittle as a victor. When Katniss and 

Peeta were inside the train that took them back to district 12, Peeta talked about 

Katniss lover act toward him back during the game. Peeta disappointed because he 

realized that Katniss action was just for the purpose of the game and she wasn’t 

serious about that. However, Katniss also unsure about her action and her feeling 

toward Peeta back in the game. Finally, both of them decided to hold hands and 

return to district 12.    

   

 


